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Powering 10G Access Networks 

Operators are pulled in all directions 

by vendors for the NextGen powering 

solutions. Here we present a 

framework on how to evaluate which 

solution is right for them.        Pg. 6 

Which powering solution is right? 

Use the above framework to evaluate 

centralized vs distributed powering 

solutions to support extended 

spectrum upgrades.                    Pg. 15 

Access transformation methodology 

COO from our partner (FPI) company 

explains the steps involved in 

performing effective access network 

planning. Operators spends 90+% of 

their yearly CapEx on the access 

networks. Operators can have billions 

of dollars of regrettable investments, 

if due attention is not paid to this 

aspect of their network planning. 

Pg. 20 

Communicating it right … Contd. 

In our business communication series 

that we started in the last magazine, 

we are adding two more articles. In 

this edition, we cover: 

- Tables or charts?        Pg. 25 

- What is a good 

communication?        Pg. 29 
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Welcome to the DTS magazine focused on powering access  
Welcome to our 2019 winter magazine. Thank you for taking the time to read about 

us and our insights. We have had an exciting 2H 2019 and are continuing to set 

ourselves for growth this year. We have become very active in SCTE’s IoT and 

energy workgroups. We are honored to become the Vice Chair for the SCTE IoT 

team and are leading the Elderly Care and Telemedicine workstream. We have 

increased our contribution to the federal practice through partnerships. We are 

working closely with DSS and TTSI as our federal partners in Analytics and Telecom 

support. Refer to our website for additional details.  

A quick marketing pitch for those who do not know us yet. Duke Tech Solutions 

(DTS) is a strategy and technology consulting company built on the foundation of a 

highly-accomplished team from telecommunications and analytics industries. Each 

member of the DTS team has a multifaceted background with ~20+ years of 

experience spanning functions such as corporate strategy, product management, 

marketing, business development, and product development. Our consultants have 

at a minimum three years or more of consulting experience in advising clients at 

various levels of the organization. Some of our core capabilities include Telecommunication solutions, Analytics and 

program management solutions. With significant work experience in each of these areas, the team is well equipped to 

become the strategy and technology partner for its clients. Duke Tech Solutions (DTS) offers strategic advisory, 

transformation guidance, and execution support for Cable Operator clients. We strongly believe in our mission 

statement, “Our Quality, Dependability, and Focus will lead to Your Success” 

In this magazine we are focusing on the powering related frameworks. The Telecom operators are deploying newer 

access technologies exponentially. One area that is under emphasized is the impact of these changes on the powering 

networks. Vendors are continually pulling the operators into their own favored solutions. In this magazine we provide a 

framework for evaluating different powering solutions and use this framework in analyzing the latest Extended 

Spectrum Evolution for the cable operators.  

At DTS, we spend quite a bit of time on self-improvement in analytics and in business communication. Many of our 

clients have asked us to share some of our insights. Based on these requests, we started the communication series in 

our pervious Summer 2019 magazine. In this magazine, we continue the series with two topics on presenting data using 

tables or charts? and communicating to the audience.  

Also in this magazine, we present an access network planning methodology from our partner company First Principles 

Innovations. 

We call ourselves “Business and Technology strategists with an analytical twist”. See some of our qualifications on how 

our team has been assisting our Telecom clients in solving their business problems. 

Feel free to contact us if you want to discuss any of the areas highlighted or any areas that you feel we can add value. 

Sudheer Dharanikota 

Managing Director 

sudheer@duketechsolutions.com  
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Powering the future 10G access networks 
(Republished from SCTE Journal of Energy Management October 2019) 

Rajesh Abbi, Sudheer Dharanikota 

Rajesh.Abbi@duketechsolutions.com, sudheer@duketechsolutions.com  

Operators are faced with myriad of powering options. What is the right option for them? How to evaluate 

different mushrooming powering solutions? Are they suitable for their access evolution path? What is a 

generic framework for evaluating these options? We would like to help the operators in addressing these 

issues through our power analysis framework. 

White Paper 

https://www.scte.org/standards-journals/
mailto:Rajesh.Abbi@duketechsolutions.com
mailto:sudheer@duketechsolutions.com
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Executive Summary 

Demand growth and competitive pressures are changing access networks at a rapid 

pace.  To keep up with these changes, network operators are looking at several 

technology options to expand capacity from current sub-1Gig up to 10Gig in the near 

future.  In addition, there are other demands arising on the network from new businesses 

as well as mobile backhaul services (such as, small cell, macro cell and 5G evolution).  

While a lot of work has gone into exploring the transmission technologies to support 

these growing demands, this is only the necessary first step.  Most network upgrade 

actions will have a major impact on the network powering requirements.  The network 

operators need to plan and prepare for such changes.   

In this paper, we discuss some of the expected powering impacts of the upcoming 

network upgrades -including node-splits, fiber-deep, mid-split, high-split, extended-

spectrum DOCSIS and full-duplex DOCSIS - on the outside plant network. We will also 

evaluate some of the powering requirements coming from the new opportunities. 

Finally, network operators are facing a daunting challenge of having to continuously 

evolve their access networks.  There are many upgrade paths operators can take over the 

next few years.  Although this paper is not focused on evaluating the upgrade options, we 

will discuss how such rapid access network changes are likely to impact long-term 

powering solutions. We recommend a few key financial, operational and life-time (or 

obsolescence) metrics operators should use while evaluating different powering 

solutions. 

Powering challenges will grow exponentially 

Cable operators are going through major transformational changes. As shown in Figure 

1, these are driven by their subscribers’ never-ending appetite for bandwidth, a hyper competitive environment where they have to 

gain customer share, and their need to increase revenue through new service offerings. These drivers are making the work of access 

network architects a challenge to say the least. Every aspect of the access network evolution (starting from the strategy, to 

planning, to permitting, and to the execution) in these challenging times is very complex. In this paper we mainly focus on the 

powering needs of the access network transformation activities. 

Drivers behind the challenges 

Demand Growth: As shown in Figure 1, the year-over-year bandwidth demand is still growing exponentially. Typically, operators 

are observing 40 – 50% downstream and 20 – 30% upstream demand CAGR (Cummulative Annual Growth Rate). These are driven 

by the traditional application such as streaming video (including 4K content), newer delay sensitive gaming applications, and of 

course the general increase in the demand consumption. Cable operators have traditionally met this demand growth using two 

simple levers – addition of carriers to the CMTS DOCSIS 3.0 service group (which increases the effective downstream capacity for 

the subs on the given node) or by splitting the node. Adding carriers to a service group increases power consumption at the CMTS 

level, while node splits requires changes to the outside plant (OSP) power infrastructure. 

What is the problem? 

Too many power related vendors and 

too many technological options are 

available for operators now. How can 

we evaluate what is right for them – 

without being swayed by ulterior 

motives 😊 

Key Takeaways 

Powering solutions are not a point-in-

time solutions. They need to support 

the access evolution. To evaluate a 

powering solution consumption is not 

the only metric to optimize. In this 

paper we explain why operator need to: 

▪ Align with their company’s access 

strategy 

▪ Realize that the consumption is 

not the only metric they need to 

optimize, and 

▪ Plan for long-term powering 

solutions before making the 

short-term next steps 
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Competition: In addition to the growing needs of existing 
subscribers, operators are facing growing challenges from 
other competitors who are continuing to offer higher 
capacity capability like Gigabit service offerings.  In order to 
stay competitive, network operators must match these 
capabilities of their own services. These bandwidth wars are 
ongoing in the telecom industry right now. Cable Labs 
recently upped the game by announcing their plan to evolve 
cable network to 10G capability by 2020 [1]. Such expanded 
network capabilities will fuel the development of many new 
applications [2]. Such major transformations will require 
rethinking of the power infrastructure, both in the facility 
and in the OSP. 

New service opportunities: To keep up the pressure on the 

topline and to stay competitive, network operators have to 

offer a range of new services and features.  On the 

residential side, many operators have started offering new 

smart-home services [3].  On the business subscriber side 

there is a huge demand coming from the growing adoption 

of cloud computing technologies.  On the mobile front, the 

increasing demand is driving proliferation of small-cells requiring 

ever increasing backhaul needs.  These are expected to explode with the coming 5G evolution [4]. These new opportunities are 

driving operators to rethink their access network architectures and hence their powering needs. 

So-what for power architects 

Power architects in the cable industry are facing many challenges from the network transformation needs outlined above. To 

summarize, they are faced with: 

▪ How to design for the future organic growth (Node splits etc.)? 

▪ How to support newer architectures (Fiber deep, FTTH etc.)? 

▪ How to cope with the unknown changes (business services, back haul services etc.)? 

▪ The goals being: 

o Reducing frequent equipment changes leading to obsolescence, and increased OpEx 

o Reducing the overall energy consumption 

o Upgrading power solutions in a timely manner – not too early or too late 

o Having a plan that is future-safe 

Unfortunately, some of these goals can be contradictory, requiring a careful balancing of needs. 

Scope of this paper 

Although the access network transformation impacts facility, OSP and in-home powering needs, in this paper we mainly focus on 

the OSP powering needs. We intend to extend this framework and analysis to cover other aspects in the future.  

This paper specifically focuses on: 

▪ Defining the scope of the powering problem in the current and future OSP access networks 

▪ The desired outcome of the powering solutions 

▪ Different metrics to measure the usefulness of a solution 

Figure 1 Drivers behind the access network transformation 
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This paper is not a primer on powering, a solution manual, or a validation of different powering technical solutions. Our approach 

here is to: 

▪ Create a framework for evaluating different powering options 

▪ Identify current and future cable access powering needs, and 

▪ Provide preliminary guidance on the OSP powering solutions 

 

How to measure a power architecture success? 

As strategy consultants (although we do have engineering degrees), we are frequently asked 

to evaluate various solution options. Before delving into some of the technical challenges 

network operators are facing, we would like to define a framework for the analysis of 

potential future solutions. In our analysis, in addition to architectural needs, we would like to 

consider some of the strategic issues the access power architects are facing. These can be 

classified into financial, architectural and operational measures. Other metrics related to the 

“greenness” of the solution can be included in these three dimensions. In the following 

framework we provide our thoughts on the drivers (refer to Figure 2 for a summary) behind 

these three dimensions and their importance in the overall evaluation of an access powering 

solution. Keep in mind these metrics are not for the solutions at a point in time, but for an 

access evolution path that your leadership has chosen. 

Architectural measures 

These measures evaluate a powering solution in the context of supporting the current access 

architecture and any future planned upgrades.  

▪ Feasibility: How feasible is this upgrade in their current network? 

▪ Ease of upgrade: How easy is it to extend to future needs? 

▪ Life time of the solution: How often one needs to upgrade? 

Operational measures 

The operating metrics determine how a powering solution meets, at a minimum, the 

committed SLAs and offer a simpler maintainable solution.  

▪ Reliability: What level of reliability needs to be considered to meet the SLAs? 

▪ Complexity: What are the maintenance complexities? 

▪ Failure recovery: How long does it take to recover from failure? 

 

Financial measures 

The financial measures provide the investment overlay (total and time-adjusted) views of the solution over a long-term 

transformation. 

▪ 5-Year CapEx: What is the 5-year capital expenditure of the solution? 

▪ 5-Year OpEx: What is the 5-year operating expense of the solution? 

o Including the obsolescence and disposal costs  

▪ TCO NPV: What is the net present value (NPV) costs over 5 years?  

 

 

What drives the cost of a 

powering solution? 

Upgrades: In simple terms 

shelf life of a solution drives 

the upgrades and hence the 

cost. We need to consider how 

these solutions are upgraded in 

the context of the access 

transformation.  

SLAs: We are carrying 

traffic with different SLAs. 

Need to keep them up and 

running. Hence, power 

solution reliability is one of the 

essential drivers. 

Basic operating costs: End 

to end life time (5 or 10 yr.) 

operating cost of a solution in 

many times keeps us, the 

architects, at check in picking 

the solution. 

 
Figure 2 Drivers behind the metrics 
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Current and future cable access powering needs 

With a high-level view on the metrics, in the following sections we briefly touch upon a few network evolution options and their 
impact on the powering solution, which in turn motivate the proposed metrics. 
 

Current outside plant powering needs 

The current cable HFC outside plant deploys numerous active devices throughout the network that need to be powered.  Starting 

with the optical node that converts the signal from optical to electrical for transmission over the coax network. That is followed by a 

series of RF amplifiers that ensure the signal level is maintained before reaching the subscriber.  These amplifiers are spread 

throughout the cable plant.   HFC networks are classified as N+X, where x is the maximum number of amplifiers the signal has to 

pass through between the node and the subscriber.  Typical nodes in most operator’s current network range between N+2 and N+7. 

Some operators also support land-line telephony services using a Network Interface Device (NID) mounted outside a subscriber’s 

home that also has to be powered.  Use of these devices has mostly been phased out in favor of new voice-over-IP (VoIP) services. 

Operators use a variety of powering arrangements to support the above active devices in the outside plant [5].  Power is typically 

supplied from outside plant power supply units that are either centrally located or distributed across the network.  These power 

supply units use a metered connection to the electrical power grid and convert it to a 60V or 90V AC quasi-square-wave signal to be 

transmitted over the coax network.  Due to the high resistive loss in a large network, operators either deploy distributed power 

supplies or use special heavy gauge powering coax cable (Express cable) to distribute the power over longer distances. The outside 

plant power supplies typically also include a battery backup to provide power in times of electric grid power loss. 

Until now, the operators are defending their product and growth needs though node splits or carrier additions. Many of them have 

upgraded their current network to DOCSIS 3.1. In such a simplistic evolution the operator has less challenges to face. 

Future outside plant powering needs 

As discussed above, network operators must constantly upgrade their networks to keep up with the demand [6].  Several 

technology and network architecture options are available that can extend the life of the HFC plant many years into the future [7].  

They are constantly faced with many upgrade scenarios based on their current status and the future needs. In the following sections 

we assume an operator is evolving into an eventual 10G symmetrical speed offering capable network. Although we do not 

elaborate more on non-powering related concerns in this paper, we recommend you refer to the impact of 10G evolution from 

financial, operational etc. points of view [8].  Let’s look at the powering impacts of these upgrade options. 

The fundamental building blocks that are available for the operators on the HFC networks to reach 10G capable access networks 

are: 

▪ Continual node splitting: Continue with the node splits which reduces the service group size 

▪ Spectrum upgrades: Increase the spectrum to 1.2GHz, 1.8 GHz or 3GHz with the mid-split or high-split in the upstream 

direction, and full duplex (symmetrical spectrum) capabilities 

▪ Fiber deep upgrade: Split the current node to N+0 configuration in one upgrade action 

Node split powering: As described above, a node split upgrade requires adding a new node near the existing congested node.  The 

new node must be powered – typically this is a simple exercise of adding the new node to the existing power supply by extending a 

power feeder cable.  In cases where the power supply capacity is not enough, the power supply can be upgraded as well.   

Spectrum upgrade powering: In case of spectrum upgrades, the powering impact is mostly limited.  For mid-split, high-split, and 

spectrum reuse upgrades there is little or no change in powering.  However, for extended spectrum or full-duplex DOCSIS upgrades 

there can be significant impact. Extended spectrum support will require new active devices that need to transmit additional high 

frequency spectrum.  This also needs to be transmitted at higher transmit power in order to compensate for the higher 

transmission loss at higher frequency.  This means increased power needs for the node as well as all the amplifiers.  If the existing 
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power supplies cannot deliver additional power they will need to be upgraded.   In addition, a design evaluation of the coax plant 

will have to be done to identify and rectify any power transmission issues. 

Fiber-deep upgrade powering: Of all the upgrade options, a fiber-deep upgrade has the most significant impact on the outside 

plant network powering.  Fiber-deep upgrades require locating nodes much deeper in the network such that there is no need for 

any coax amplifiers.  This requires pulling fiber much deeper in the network.  Nodes in a fiber-deep configuration typically serve 

only between 40 to 50 homes each.  This is a big reduction from the typical 500 – 1000 homes passed node configurations of today.  

While this results in removal of all amplifiers in the network, the amplifiers are replaced by many new high-power nodes.  A typical 

500 homes passed per node can get split into 10 to 12 fiber-deep nodes.  The new high-power nodes more than make up for the 

power savings from the removed amplifiers – and in most cases the power requirement goes up significantly.  Furthermore, the 

power needs are also at different points in the network.  This requires re-design and re-build of the power feeding coax plant in 

addition to any power supply upgrades. 

NEW SERVICES POWERING NEEDS 

A 10G capable network will be used for different next generation service offerings. Some of these services will add additional 
powering requirements to the network. 

Significant new requirements will come from supporting the small-cell backhaul needs of mobile networks.  The number of small-
cells is growing rapidly in many areas and they are likely to grow even faster with the upcoming evolution to 5G.  Quite often, the 
existing cable HFC network is used to backhaul the traffic.  Each small-cell node also needs to be powered.  These can be powered 
either using a dedicated metered connection or by using the existing HFC plant power. 

There are also some business applications requiring active network devices, such as switches and routers, to be installed in the 
outside plant.  These devices will also need to be powered. 
 

ESTIMATING THE POWERING IMPACT 

As described above, each network upgrade option has a powering impact.  In order to get a better view of how much impact there is 
for various upgrade actions, we compiled a simple model of all active devices in 500 homes passed N+x node.  Then we estimated 
the power impact based on device changes required for each upgrade scenario.  Figure 3 shows the results for our sample scenario.  
While these results are based on simple assumptions which cannot be generalized, they illustrate the significant impact network 
upgrades can have their powering needs. 

 

PLANNING FOR FUTURE POWERING NEEDS 

Outside plant network upgrades come at a significant cost.  It is therefore critical to plan these well.  As stated earlier, network 

upgrades are not one-time events.  Operators will need to evolve their network over many years.  It is therefore essential to take a 

long-term view on planning [6].  Quite often what may appear to be an optimal solution in the near term may end up being a highly 

regrettable investment in the long-term. 

As such, operators will have to make a best-effort forecast into their network needs in the long term.  They will then need to 

determine the optimum network upgrade strategy which will deliver the necessary capability at the right time.  This is not a simple 

Figure 3 Estimated upgrade impact on a node 
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exercise given the broad range of upgrade options to choose from.  What makes it even more complex is the multi-stage upgrades 

that will be done over the long-term.  What will be the consequences of doing upgrade-A followed by upgrade-B and C?   In Figure 

4, we have highlighted two upgrade paths an operator can take to reach 10 G capabilities.  

 

Figure 4 Example of the network upgrade options to reach 10G capability 

We use these two upgrade paths to evaluate the quarterly powering needs of a 50K homes passed facility. Preliminary results are 

presented in Figure 5. Note that this consumption need is only one aspect of the analysis. We will have to consider other metrics, as 

highlighted before, in evaluating the powering solutions. That said, having a clear macro and micro goals (in the dimensions of the 

metrics provided before) along with a clear understanding of the drivers behind the consumption as highlighted in the graphs are 

crucial for a proper selection of the powering solution. Note that the ultimate selection will depend significantly on the network 

operator’s current network state. 

What is next for the power architects? 

World energy consumption has been growing at an unsustainable rate over past several years.  This has been leading to serious 

concerns about future energy availability and environmental impact.  The cable industry is a significant energy user.  Having 

recognized the challenge, the cable industry launched the SCTE Energy 2020 program [9] to address the end-to-end energy usage.  

The Energy 2020 initiative has done a lot of work to address optimization of energy usage in the cable industry.  A few key 

developments that can minimize the powering impact of the upcoming network upgrade include: 

▪ Adaptive Power System Interface Specification (APSIS) standard [10]: This standard enables active network devices to 

monitor, report, and control device power usage based on network utilization.  Thus, during times of low network usage, 

devices can scale back their operations and reduce their power consumption.  Use of this capability can lead to significant 

energy savings. 

▪ Micro grids [11]: In this case alternate energy sources such as wind or solar are used to power network devices locally 
instead of using the electric power grid.  This can significantly reduce the electric grid power usage while providing a power 

Figure 5 Quarterly projected power needs for an organic and extended spectrum upgrade paths 
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backup capability. 
 

Next steps and recommendations 

We recommend the following steps be taken by network operators and standards forums: 

▪ Align with your company’s access strategy: As explained in this paper, a powering solution cannot be an afterthought or 
a point solution. It needs to align with the transformation strategy being developed by the operator’s access team. 

▪ Consumption is not the only metric you need to optimize: Albeit, consumption reduction is one of the main goals of the 
next generation energy strategy, the powering solutions need to be evaluated in the context of the architectural, 
operational and financial metrics as mentioned. 

▪ Plan long-term powering solutions before making the short-term next steps: Gaining a clear vision on the long-term 
powering needs and their impact on the metrics is essential to make the short-term decisions. 

As a next step, we are working on a follow-up paper that will address facility powering considerations along with the OSP needs. 
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Which powering solution is the best for my network upgrade? 

Rajesh Abbi, Sudheer Dharanikota 

Rajesh.abbi@duketechsolutions.com, sudheer@duketechsolutions.com  

We use the power analysis framework created in the paper that we published in the SCTE energy journal 

to assess the ESD (Extended Spectrum DOCSIS) long-term powering options. We used AP-Jibe to 

evaluate the centralized and distributed powering solutions. 

Thought Snippet 
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Problem statement 

A cable operator is planning to use Extended Spectrum DOCSIS (ESD) technology to upgrade their access network.  They are 

considering two network powering options – central powering vs distributed 

powering. Which powering model would be best suited for their future network 

upgrades?  

DTS approach 

This is a broad challenge on many fronts, the solution of which clearly depends 

on many factors – the major ones being the operator’s current network state 

and their future upgrade plans.  In this thought snippet, we present a 

methodology on how to analyze such a scenario based on the framework 

presented in the SCTE energy journal [1]. 

In an earlier article [2], we had looked at various technology upgrade paths 

network operators could take in order to meet the growing demand with a goal 

of delivering 10G services in the future. The figure below shows the three paths 

that were evaluated. 

In this DTS thought snippet, we dig deeper into the above Extended Spectrum upgrade scenario with a view on powering the access 

network.  We will evaluate this upgrade path using both the centralized and the distributed powering approaches. Also, in [1] we 

analyzed network powering needs for the various upgrade paths including the Extended Spectrum case over a 5-year period using 

the AP-Jibe planning tool. We will leverage the ESD power projection outcome presented in that paper for our analysis here. 

Finally, we had outlined a comprehensive framework for evaluating powering options along three major dimensions – architecture, 

operations, and financial - in the same paper [1].  We will apply that framework for our comparative analysis between the powering 

options here.  

Understanding the basics 

In order to understand the basics of this analysis we took a sample node configuration as follows: 

▪ A 500-HHP DOCSIS 3.0 N+x Node with 5 coax miles 

▪ 4-legs with 125 HHP each 

▪ 5 Amplifiers per mile 

▪ 3 N+0 fiber-deep pockets per leg 

▪ Assuming Central power supply at the node location 

▪ Assuming 4 Distributed power supplies – one for each leg 

Which powering solution is best for my 

network upgrade? 

 

 

 

Evaluate the impact of the following 
powering options on a network evolving 
to Extended Spectrum DOCSIS (ESD): 

▪ Central Powering 
▪ Distributed Powering 
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Later we extended the analysis to a facility level analysis using AP-Jibe with the following configuration: 

▪ One sample facility with 50K HHP across 100 N+x nodes running DOCSIS 3.1 

▪ Demand Growth: 40% downstream / 30% upstream 

▪ Nodes in the facility are assumed to have the same density characteristics 

 
We compiled the power supply requirements for the Central and Distributed cases.  We then took the node through ESD upgrade 
followed by Fiber Deep (N+0) upgrade, as shown in the figure above.  The power supplies are upgraded as needed. 
 
In addition to the basic power supply capacity upgrade, the fiber-deep (N+0) upgrade requires the coax feeder section to be 
reinforced for handling higher power.  This is particularly significant in the Central power feeding model.  For our analysis we 
assumed 20% feeder reinforcement for Central powering and 5% for Distributed powering. 
 

Results and conclusions 

Caution: These results are based on our high-level assumptions for illustrative purposes only. Actual results may vary based on each 

operator’s environment. 

Appendix A: Power solution comparison metrics, which is an excerpt from 

[1], provides a framework for the analysis of the powering solutions. We 

use this framework to analyze the current scenario. 

Financial Analysis 

Based on the above sample node model we analyzed the powering Capex 

and Opex requirements for the Central and Distributed scenarios.  The 

charts on the side show high level costs either at the time of incur (Capex) 

or over a year (Opex). 

The above charts show the clear benefit of the Central powering approach 

in all cases except the significantly higher Capex cost associated with coax 

feeder upgrade when upgrading to a fiber-deep (N+0) configuration.   

We subsequently extended this analysis to a similar upgrade of a facility 

level network, as mentioned before, using AP-Jibe. The AP-Jibe analysis 

provided a detailed view of power supply Capex and Opex needs over a 

10-year period for both the scenarios. Our preliminary results are shown 

in the charts below. 

Architectural Analysis 

Architectural analysis mainly drives the upgrade strategies. Being a non-quantitate factor, we give a comparative scope of 1 – 5, 1 as 

the least favorable and 5 as the most favorable option. When comparing the Central and Distributed powering models against the 

key architectural metrics outlined in Appendix A: Power solution comparison metrics, we made the following observations: 

▪ Feasibility: While both Central and Distributed powering models are always feasible, it is easier to deploy the Central 

model as only one power supply location must be built (5).  In the Distributed case there can be challenges with easy grid 

power availability in all locations (4). 

▪ Upgradeability: Once again, no significant upgrade issues are seen in either case.  However, upgrade of the Central 

powering solution is much easier as only one location needs to be managed (4).  On the flip side, for a large node we 

could see capacity issues with a single large power supply. 

▪ Frequency of Upgrade: In this case we observed that the Central power supply needed upgrades more frequently (4) 

compared to the Distributed power supplies (5) since they had to deal with significant capacity increase each time. 

$5,500 
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$22,520 

$16,800 

$6,000 $5,280 

N+x D3.0 N+x D3.1 ESD 1.8GHz N+0 FDX

Central vs Distributed Power Capex
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$1,062 

$1,641 

$2,166 

$1,377 

$2,456 

$2,881 

N+x D3.0 N+x D3.1 ESD 1.8GHz N+0 FDX

Central vs Distributed Power Opex (per Year)
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Operational Analysis 

Like the architectural analysis, the 

operational analysis is also a 

qualitative factor. We use the same 

scoring criteria as used for the 

architectural analysis. When 

comparing the Central and 

Distributed powering models against 

the key operational metrics outlined 

in Appendix A: Power solution 

comparison metrics, we made the 

following observations: 

▪ Reliability: When looking at 

the two solutions from a reliability point of view the Distributed model has an edge due to the distributed nature.  

Distributed power supplies can also provide backup capability (5). 

▪ Complexity: The above advantage of the Distributed model turns into a disadvantage when looking at the complexity of 

the solution.  The Central model is clearly simpler and less complex (5). 

▪ Failure Recovery Time: Once again, from a failure recovery time point of view the Distributed model has a disadvantage 

due to multiple locations involved (4).  These locations are also typically less accessible compared to the Central power 

supply location. 

Summary and Conclusions 

We summarize the results for all the metrics outlined above in the table below. 

Metric Centralized Powering Distributed Powering 

Architectural Metrics  

Feasibility [5] Always feasible [4] Requires easy access to power 

Ease of Upgrade [4] + All upgrade at one location 
      - May have capacity issues 

[4] - Multiple locations 
      + Less capacity issues 

Frequency of Upgrade [4] - More likely to require upgrade [5] + Less likely to require upgrade 

Operational Metrics  

Reliability [4] - Lower due to concentration [5] + Higher due to distribution 

Complexity [5] + Lower – one location [4] - Higher due to multiple units 

Failure Recovery Time [5] + Quicker – easy to fix [4] - Slower – multiple & distributed 

Financial Metrics  

10-Year Capex $8.84 M $2.63 M 

10-Year Opex $1.70 M $2.33 M 

Total Cost of Ownership NPV $4.40 M $2.29 M 

Note: As mentioned before, these results are based on the assumptions used for this use case.  
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Architecturally both the solutions are at par. Operationally centralized solution has a slight advantage. Financially the distributed 

solution is better. In this thought snippet, our intention is not to make a recommendation, but to show case an evaluation process 

that DTS suggests to the operators. 
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Appendix A: Power solution comparison metrics 

Being a strategy consulting team (although we do have engineering degrees), all the time our 
customers ask us how to compare multiple solutions. In our analysis, in addition to architectural 
needs, we would like to consider some of the strategic issues the access power architects are 
facing. These can be classified into architectural, financial and operational measures. Other 
metrics related to the greenness of the solution can be included in these three dimensions. 
Keep in mind these metrics are not for the solutions at a point in time but for an access 
evolution path that your leadership has chosen. All of these are measured on a scale of 1 – 5 
(Low – High). 

Architectural measures: These measures evaluate a powering solution in the context of 
supporting the current access architecture and the future planned upgrades.  

 
▪ Feasibility: How feasible is this upgrade in their current network?  
▪ Ease of upgrade: How easy is it to extend to future needs? 
▪ Life time of the solution: How often one needs to upgrade? 

Operational measures: The operating metrics determine how a powering solution meets, at a 
minimum, the committed SLAs and offer a simpler maintainable solution.  

 
▪ Reliability: What level of reliability needs to be considered to meet the SLAs? 
▪ Complexity: What are the maintenance complexities? 
▪ Failure recovery: How long does it take to recover from failure in the context of a most 

stringent SLA on the given network? 

Financial measures: The financial measures provide the investment overlay (total and time-
adjusted) views of the solution over a long-term transformation. These are measured against the 
targets set by their firm. 

 
▪ 5 Yr. CapEx: What is the 5 Yr. capital expenditure of the solution? 
▪ 5 Yr. OpEx: What is the 5 Yr. operating expense of the solution? 

o Including the obsolescence and disposal costs  

▪ TCO NPV: What is the net present value (NPV) costs over 5 yrs.? 
 
 

For more information on this application note contact us at contact@duketechsolutions.com or +1-919-961-6175 

 

  

What drives the cost of a 

powering solution? 

Upgrades: In simple terms 

shelf life of a solution drives 

the upgrades and hence the 

cost. We need to consider how 

these solutions are upgraded in 

the context of the access 

transformation.  

SLAs: We are carrying 

traffic with different SLAs. 

Need to keep them up and 

running. Hence, power 

solution reliability is one of the 

essential drivers. 

Basic operating costs: End 

to end life time (5 or 10 yr.) 

operating cost of a solution in 

many times keeps us, the 

architects, at check in picking 

the solution. 

 

https://www.scte.org/journals
https://www.firstprinciplesinnovations.com/how-to-reach-10g-systematically/
mailto:contact@duketechsolutions.com
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viable access transformation plan and avoid regrettable investment.   
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What is unique about access network transformation  

Access network architectures, designed to funnel data from very many end points  

to a convergence point, are fundamentally different from any other network 

architecture. Moreover, while demand growth is the key transformation 

driver for most of the network it is only one of the factors triggering change in the 

access network.  

The service that can be offered to a subscriber is directly related to the capabilities 

of the access link connecting the subscriber (e.g. if you want to increase the 

maximum bandwidth tier from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps, the access link needs to be able 

to peak up to 1 Gbps even though the change may only have a minor impact on 

the  average bandwidth consumption and thus not impact the rest of the 

network).  Hence any corporate decision to change service offerings or customer 

connectivity options (e.g. corporate decision to connect all Multi-Dwelling-Units 

with fiber for competitive reasons) directly impacts the 

access network and drives frequent sometimes non-linear1 upgrades. Add-in the 

continuous need for new access links to serve greenfield areas, new subscribers 

or new service end-points and you understand why the access network needs 

constant attention.  

Clearly access transformation planning is much more than a simple growth-

based upgrade optimization exercise. Given the number of triggers for change 

and the uncertainty of all inputs [1], tackling the access network transformation 

challenge can only be successful by evaluating and comparing a significant number 

of transformation alternative. For this to be feasible in a short amount of time, 

an access domain specific methodology is needed to automate the heavy lifting of 

creating an access network transformation plan. This article lays out the high-

level steps in an access domain network planning methodology.  

 

Step 1: Understand how access networks can evolve [2]  

For any access technology the link capacity per 

subscriber is 

defined by 3 components: spectrum bandwidth, 

spectral efficiency and how many endpoint 

(subscribers) share the capacity. In 

access networks only 3 types 

of upgrade actions are used to improve on one or 

more components:  

Technology transitions = Upgrading the 

technology of a link to a newer member in 

the technology family (e.g. ADSL to 

ADSL2): typically improves the available spectrum as well as the 

spectral efficiency.   

Subscriber Segmentation = Redistribute subscribers on more access links” resulting in more bandwidth per subscriber.  

 

What is the problem? 

Linear upgrade strategies in a single 

technology domain are no longer sufficient to 

keep up with growing service demand and 

complexity. Building a comprehensive 

transformation strategy requires deep 

understanding of the impact of both linear 

and non-linear upgrade paths. The current 

tools to build transformation plans are not 

capable of handling the increased level of 

complexity.  

Key Takeaways 

Building tools on this new innovative 

methodology solves the complexity of 

identifying viable upgrade paths satisfying all 

types of upgrade triggers. 

Additional benefits can be realized enabling: 

- Understanding impact of new 

technology options. 

- Integrated greenfield and brownfield 

planning. 

- Increase insights through what-ifs 
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Network element transition = Move subscribers to a different access network element. This is typically done for one of the following 

reasons:  

Shorter distance: Using higher spectrum bands on the access link can negatively affect the distance the signal can reliably 

propagate forcing the active access network element to be placed closer to the subscriber.  

Redistribute subscribers: Segmenting shared media often goes hand in hand with moving subscribers to new smaller network 

elements typically place closer to the subscriber.  

Move subscribers to a new technology family: For instance, changing subscribers for a copper to fiber access technology.  

Step 2: Model upgrade paths, triggers and constraints 

From step 1 it is clear that 

increasing bandwidth 

capacity of an access link 

comes down to making 

changes to the access 

network element the 

subscriber is connected 

to. At any given point in 

time the access links 

of a network element are in 

a specific technology state (e.g. “GPON 

state”). Therefore, modelling all potential upgrade paths for an access network can be simplified to identifying the 

upgrade options for each technology state unlocking to key to a straightforward automation algorithm. Ter illustration:  instead of 

specifying complete paths such as: ADSL-> ADSL2 -> FTTN VDSL -> Sealed remote VDSL2 -> …, and ADSL -> ADSL2 -> GPON -> 

XGS-PON -> …  simply specify options for each state e.g. ADSL2: option 1 FTTN VDSL, option 2: GPON.   

The second part is to model when network elements need to upgrade out of a technology state. A network element is triggered for 

upgrade either by running out of capacity because of user demand growth or to accommodate policy and service decisions. Growth 

triggers can be easily modeled by creating profiles defining how subscriber demand is growing year over 

year. This allows an execution engine to calculate the predicted demand at any point in time and trigger an upgrade if a 

threshold percentage of technology capacity is exceeded. Policy and service trigger modelling simply comes down to defining when 

and under what condition an upgrade action will be forced (e.g. in 2020 force fiber to the building for all MDU customer).   

Lastly to really have full flexibility in modelling transformation behavior, constraints can be added to the model specifying 

conditions when potential upgrade options are not available (e.g. In market “A” prevent copper-based upgrade options in Q2 2021)   

Step 3: Calculate transformation actions  
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With the upgrade behavior for a network element at a given point in time modelled in step 2, the algorithm to calculate all 

transformation actions required to keep the access network compliant for an arbitrary time-scope (e.g. 10 years quarterly, 5 years 

monthly) becomes trivial. Simply start with the current state of the network elements to be analyzed (use either details of real 

brownfield network or a made-up representative architecture if details are not available). For every calculation period execute 

follow actions:  

add new network elements needed for network expansion (see [4] to understand how to define network expansion with or without 

details available.)  

1. for all active network elements follow the behavior rules (Figure 2) to calculate resulting state or new network elements.  

2. use resulting network state as input for next calculation period and repeat.   

3. The result of this process will include a detailed view of the network state over time and all transformation actions at the 

individual network element level.  

Step 4: It all comes together  

Step 3 completes the methodology to calculate an access network transformation plan for a set of assumptions. That is great 

unfortunately not very useful. To assess the value 

of a plan, understand if the plan is 

implementable, and be able to compare and 

contrast different plans, much more information 

is needed. Additional information that any 

planning method should provide includes at a 

minimum detailed cost over time, labor and 

material resource requirements over 

time, construction activity over time and much 

more.   

Luckily all this information can be defined for each type of upgrade action. With the methodology already calculating individual 

actions for specific network element at defined points in time all the required details can be easily calculated from the upgrade 

action definition combined with network element attributes such as household passed, household connected, access and feeder 

miles etc.   

OK, but what about costs that are not related to upgrade activity such as network operations cost. OPEX cost is typically linked 

to active subscriber count and the access technology used. Since the methodology already identifies the technology state and 

subscriber count of all access network elements and any point in time, OPEX calculation becomes a straightforward addition.   

Almost there, this methodology for even a medium size access network will create millions of data points. To turn all this date into 

useful decision driving information the results need to be presented in a visualization tool with a template giving immediate 

enterprise level insights with the ability to zoom in down to the individual network element, specific period and individual 

component.  

Is it worth the effort?     

Obviously reducing network transformation analysis time from weeks to hours is in itself a large value. More 

importantly the benefit of not being limited by the amount or complexity of access transformation alternatives that can be 

analyzed in a timely manner is immeasurable.   

And there is more, once a framework based on this methodology is in place for a network, it makes answering the smaller 

questions that come up all the time trivial. Some examples:  
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▪ What technology/ architecture should I use for a new greenfield area? Run your scenarios for the greenfield footprint and 

in minutes you will have the best future safe option.  

▪ Competition is rolling out 1Gbps service in city X, what will it take for me to counter? Add the rule to all your scenarios and 

run for city X to get your best option.  

▪ Do I have the budget and resource to roll out fiber to all MDU customers in market Y?   

▪ What if …? Answer all of them timely with minimal effort.  

Finally, not having all the details on your current network architecture is not a showstopper. The methodology can be used to 

understand the impact of new technology options and/or strategic directions starting from a high-level characterization of 

the existing network. The latter makes the methodology indispensable in all phases of the access network transformation decision 

making process.    

Intrigued  

Find detailed background at First Principle Innovations (www.fpinno.com) and check out AP-Jibe a fully flexible access network 

transformation toolset that implements this methodology and much more.   
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Representing data using Tables or Charts are always debated in consulting. In our opinion, both have 

their place in the proper communication. In this blog we highlight some of the dos and don’ts of 

presenting data with tables and provide some guidelines on when to choose table versus chart. 

Communication series: Tables or charts? 

Sudheer Dharanikota 

Blog 
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Table conundrum 

Here are some of the reasons we find on why people want to use tables. 

- There is no way we can summarize the details in charts! 

- We spend gazillion hours on this analysis, I cannot show this on a chart! 

- What if customer is interested in the details? 

Think about it just for a second – are you convinced about these justifications? Let’s 

take them one at a time – 

- Summarization: If you cannot summarize the analysis into a few key points 

you are doomed anyway. 

- Hours spent: Thank you very much for the hard work. That is why you are 

paid. Now show us, the client, the results – not the pain you went through. 

- Details: No one is interested in the details without the conclusions. 

It may sound counter intuitive to you – I am not against the tables but want to set us 

straight on why and when we want to use the tables. Hopefully by the end of the 

blog you will make up your mind on when to use tables, how to organize data in the 

tables to communicate and when to use charts (or a mix of tables and charts). Let’s first start with a basic table. 

Data dump → digestible information 

The figure below illustrates some of the basic mistakes we make when communicating with tables. You can dump the expenses and 

revenue categories as shown on the left. The issue with this is the reader or the consumer of the information has to spend a 

significant amount of time going through the data and categorizing them in their mind. After reviewing five or six lines of data they 

give up. So, what are you accomplishing here? A simple organization of the data as shown in the middle of the figure below – taking 

an additional minute will help the customer, at least, read through the table. Here you are telling them focus on certain categories 

of data and providing intermediate results. You can further organize and deemphasize some of the details through techniques 

shown in the last table. Notice that we can add additional information such as profit calculation in this table. We transformed a 

mere data dump to digestible information – leading to a decent conversation with the client rather than the client throwing up their 

hands by getting lost in detail.  

 

What is the problem? 

Should you present the data using 
table or should you use a chart? What 
should be the balance of information 
to convince your leaders? 

Key Takeaways 

Tables and charts have their own place 
in the communicating data. Here are 
some recommendations: 

▪ Always prefer a chart over a table 

▪ If using table, make it  

o Readable 

o Intuitive on conclusions 

o Telling 

o Create intuition 
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When you absolutely 

need to dump the data 

(typically when you are 

performing sensitivity 

analysis etc.), provide 

visual cues on the 

trends and takeaways. 

As shown in the figure 

below, we have 

created a data table to 

analyze the outcome 

in two dimensions. On 

the top table we have 

shown the results. 

Again – thank you for 

all the hard work. So what? Unless the client is able to make meaningful decisions based on the analysis that you have provided, it 

does not mean anything. The table below provides a couple of quick changes to the table – providing conditional formatting to give 

a visual idea on the sensitivity and couple of metrics that compares the impact of these changes against other sensitivity that you 

may be performing. Adding these minor changes will turn the data dump into an insightful analysis. 

Tables or graphs 

Tables or graphs can be made boringly 

detailed or can be aggregated to an 

appropriate level to the audience. We did 

some work on the data dump table shown 

on the side. Look at the waterfall graph 

created from the same data. The graph 

provides an additional information that 

the table could not provide.  Firstly, it is 

shown in thousands – making the client focus on the higher-level details. 

Secondly, it gives a perspective on the revenues and costs and their 

proportions – leading to a quick understanding of the steps to be taken to 

be profitable. Finally, a proper graph is selected to tell the story and is 

appropriately color coded for the client to get quick perspective. Here we 

made a data dump in the form of a table communicate with the client 

through few minor changes. 

Remember our final goal is to make the client 

see the so-what from all this data crunching. 

Let me drive this table versus chart debate a 

little bit deeper. Look at the figure to the right. 

This is another example, presented to C-level 

folks (!), on the left are tables and exposing 

complexity. The graph on the right is how we 

forced the doers to think about the decision 

makers. The graph with the solid line actuals 

and dotted line projections was the first step. 

We further pushed the team to reduce the 
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clutter in the graph by adding labels at the meaningful inflection points. This was presentable to the C-suite and was able to make a 

meaningful decision-making conversation – as opposed to throwing tables at the leaders. 

Are tables doomed? 

Not exactly – you can keep them in the backup slides, use it for the detailed oriented stakeholders (mainly to validate the numbers) 

etc. But even in these cases, you would benefit from following some of the basics as highlighted in this article. There are some 

corner cases where tables and charts can be used together to make insightful conclusions. 

 

As shown in the figure above, we were asked to analyze the couple of impact analysis due to the upstream and downstream drivers. 

These drivers are presented in a tabular from for the sake of brevity and the footprint and financial implications as graphs. See the 

alignment on the years across. The takeaway here is, there will be cases where we may have to mix and match the tables and 

graphs, but these are very rare and for specific cases. 

In summary, we recommend you pick charts over tables unless tables are absolutely called for. If you are forced to use tables, follow 

the guidelines provided in this blog.  
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Duke Tech Solutions team has significant experience in communicating to different levels in an 

organization, and to different stakeholders. In this series of articles our team members give you 

our thoughts on some of the basics in communicating with a purpose. Enjoy reading them. Your 

comments are always welcome. 

Communication series: What is a good communication? 

Dennis Edens 

Blog 
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What makes for good communications? 

In real estate, it is location, location, location.  For everything else it is communication, 

communication, communication.  Being a consultant company, DTS fully understand 

the importance of communications and how it should be linked to your organizational 

goals.  We take great pride in providing the proper communications for the audience 

to which we are communicating (with high quality in a timely manner).  This said, what 

makes for good communications? 

Plan your communications 

 
The communication framework 

Knowing the goals and objectives are key to creating your communication plan and 

provides you with the understanding required to make your communications 

effective.  It is important to understand the goals and objectives of the 

communications before creating the communications.  It is also important to 

understand the audience or recipients of the communications.  Some of the recipients 

may need to know or are interested in different pieces of the information or 

communications.  Knowing the goals, objectives and audience will help in determining 

the timing and channels of communications that would be most effective. 

Typically, the communication process should include a review and approval of the 

communications before it is officially released.  Depending on the importance of the 

communications, a backup communication mechanism may be needed or required.  

This can be especially important in the case of a national disaster or emergency when 

some forms of communications may not be possible.  Do you have a plan if the 

projector is not working?  Once the communications have been made, documenting 

and archiving the communications should also be addressed. 

Finely, metrics to measure timeliness, effectiveness, accuracy and overall quality of 

the communications should be put in place.  This data will be needed to help identify areas of improvement moving forward. 

DTS has created the framework shown below that we feel should be used in creating and implementing a communication plan.  

 

What are your goals and objectives? 

Knowing the goals and objectives of 
your communications is required to 
understand the need of the 
communications and what needs to be 
communicated? 

Who is the audience? 

Who needs to be included in the 
communications and is the 
communication the same for everyone 
needs to be considered? 

What channel(s) should be used? 

Once you understand the objectives 

and the audience, the question to be 

answered is what the best 

communication channel(s) is to use. 

Key Takeaways 

To define your communication plan, 
you need to understand the following: 

▪ Goals and objectives 

▪ Audience 

▪ Channels that will be used 

The communication plan is just as 

important as the communication itself. 
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In developing your communication plan, you should also take into account best practices for communications.  The list below are 

just a few examples of the best practices that should be considered: 

• Face-to-face communication is best for making a personal connection and overcoming resistance to change. 

• Meetings are best for communicating more complicated ideas or when you want input from team members 

• Paper (such as handouts or a flier on a bulletin board) is best when details are important, or dates needs to be referenced 

• Electronic (such as email or an intranet page) works well for those who have frequent access to computers 

• Video is best used when you want to appeal to visual and audio senses or to tell a story. More and more companies are 

using short, grassroots type videos to get messages across 

• Internal social media is most effective to build a culture of collaboration and rapport among dispersed team members. 

Most people probably follow this framework without really thinking much about it, but putting 

this type of discipline in place for your communications will help insure that your 

communications is effective and provides the results that you want and need.  Taking this little 

bit of extra time will be more than worth it in the end.  Remember it is all about 

communication, communication, communication.  

We enjoy discussing these topics and improving ourselves continuously. We would love to hear 

your thoughts on this series. Please do not hesitate to reach out to the author with your 

feedback. 
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Duke Tech Solutions NextGen analytics offering 

DTS consultants combine multiple decades of experience in industry as well as delivering consulting projects for many of these 
same large industry players.  Drawing from this wealth of experience, DTS consultants have come to a deep understanding of the 
many data and analytics-related challenges that operators face.  We have been proactively developing next generation analytics 
capabilities that can dramatically improve visibility, forecasting, network planning, financial analysis, and a whole host of other 
areas. 

We are excited about the capabilities and products we have built to date and have 
already seen substantial results in using these tools to support our clients.  Large 
scale data transformation and long-term network planning are just two examples 
where we have been able to deliver extraordinary time and cost savings to our 
clients by overhauling and automating some of their existing analytics tools and 
capabilities with our own internally developed solutions and expertise. 

These new analytics tools and know-how provide a perfect complementary offering 
to our already deep industry expertise and strategic thinking.  We understand 
operators’ challenges and can help them to precisely identify their problems and 
define the right strategy to address them.  Then, using our advance analytics 
platforms, we can rapidly produce the insights needed to drive decision-making as 
well as facilitate execution on the strategic vision we help to craft and address the 
problems we help to identify. 

To learn more about how DTS can help take your analytics capabilities to the next 
level, please visit us at www.duketechsolutions.com. 
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